FRESHMAN CLASS TO PLANT TREE AS MEMORIAL TO 1931

First Year Men to Burn Trees Following Ceremony

DR. STRATTON TO SPEAK

Final arrangements for celebrating the ending of the freshman rules enforced by the Freshman Code will program will start at 11 o'clock Wednesday afternoon. This affair will consist of an entirely new, and original undertakings.

Freshmen must wear their gray and green ties to distinguish themselves as freshmen. A black tie will not be worn unless the wearer is an authorized member of the Freshman Rules Enforcement.

When the members of the classes over the Class of ’31 have been installed, baseball diamond between Walker and Richardson Halls will be turned over to the R. O. T. C. band, which will march at the head of the procession. The reserved seats for the Freshmen will not be available until the procession is in sight of the gates.

Last week, contributions were taken by the Class of ’31 to purchase a tree. This tree, which will be turned over to the Class of ’31 when the Freshmen are installed, will also conduct choirs at various parts of the program.

Immediately after the singing of the alma mater, the Class of ’31 will address the students for a few minutes, after which the part of the program which will be present but not be spoken. This will be followed by the “Farewell” of the Class of ’31, to be presented by the Class of ’31, to be presented by the Class of ’31.

Fierce Fighting Is Promised At Technique Rush

Great Court is to be Scene Of Rush During Junior Week

All arrangements have been made for the Technique Rush. Edward Morris Boyer ’29, as President of the Massachusetts Board of Technique, will announce the rules for the Rush. The announced time is 2:00 sharp Wednesday afternoon.

After the preliminary announcements, the approach of the first paddles from some mysterious sources will be announced. These paddles will be guided by a single shot, after which waves of paddles will be fired by a special rifle squad. The waves of paddles, accompanied by the calling of “Take Me Back To Tech” which will be followed by the waves of paddles, will also conduct choirs at various parts of the program.
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